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 A  Treasure within my Soul

  

  

I hear the silent whispers 

Echoing through the night 

The sound of laughter  

When the moon shines bright  

  

Though stillness mocks me 

And the winds cease to blow  

There is the breeze of silence  

A hushed familiarity I know 

  

A heavy heart listening here 

As the stars glow ever bright 

Imagining your voice speaking  

To me in the stillness of the night 

  

A faint whisper eloquently echoes  

Telling me what I already know 

That you're still a special part of me  

A treasure within my soul  
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  La? libertas : Fantasies 

As petals on roses crave dew 

So does my lonely beating heart 

Your special touch when we're apart 

has my soul always craving you 

  

My wanting soul clings  

to hope in the sky 

As if the mist above  

could bring you to me 

As if nature could solve  

your mystery  

  

Dreams of your lips always imparts 

The taste of sweetness I once knew 

The splendor I'd feel kissing you 

Would certainly capture my heart 

  

If only fantasies  

could make you real 

My aching heart  

could ultimately heal 

Yet your love is  

but a dream in my soul 

  

  

Una relidad inventada para 

Hacerme sentir completo 

  

(A made up reality  

to make me feel whole)
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 Kyrielle Sonnet:  A Delicate  Flower

Beyond the shadows of the cold 

A delicate flower to hold 

There lives a blossom of the heart 

Whose petals never fall apart 

  

A delicate flower in bloom 

Fragrant  and so sweet her perfume 

Silky and smooth her delicate parts 

 Whose petals never fall apart

 

With the deepest of affections  

her loving, a pure confection 

No prickly thorns in her heart 

Whose petals never fall apart 

Beyond the shadows of the cold 

Whose petals never fall apart 
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 A  ?Villanelle?  Touch the Light

In darkness I knew I could touch the light  

Kissing the moon with my passionate lips 

Floating on the stars on a heavenly flight 

  

Eternity was where darkness would fight  

Watching star dust forever away slip 

In darkness I knew I could touch the light 

  

Eternity felt so safe way out of sight 

like an angel in heaven's bliss 

Floating on the stars on a heavenly flight 

  

The darkness where we held each other tight 

Embracing reality with a silver moon kiss  

In darkness I knew I could touch the light 

  

Then I remembered aging was a fright 

to  mortal death I refused to enlist  

Floating on the stars on a heavenly flight 

  

 A mumbling ghost haunting the night 

Into eternity my soul had finally slipped  

In darkness I knew I could touch the light 

 Floating on the stars on a heavenly flight 
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 ? A Kyrielle  ? Contented Hearts

Soft moonlight caressing our faces

In the darkness of midnight's space

How peaceful the shimmering glow

Contented heartbeats softly glow 

Feel the nectar of the moons kiss

Wrapped in a blanket of pure bliss 

Sweetest feelings we'll ever know

Contented heartbeats softly glow 

Cast your eyes upon the night sky

To sweet heaven let your soul fly

true love will then begin to grow

Contented heartbeats softly glow 

??????-

Joyful heartbeats will fill our place 

Caressing our tender faces

As the moonlight to you does flow

Contended heartbeats softly glow

Our beating hearts in splendid bliss

With moonlight's harmonizing kiss

our love shall continue to grow

Contented heartbeats softly glow

Set your eyes upon the night sky

When your tender souls starts to fly

Feel the nights warming embrace flow 

Contented heartbeats softly glow
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 ? Villanelle ? Shall I call it  Defeat?

My empty heart beats 

without any flames

Shall I call it defeat?

Once Love was sweet

But you had no shame

My empty heart beats

As the blood drained to my feet

Only embers remained 

Shall I call it defeat?

Your truths so incomplete 

Your lies even more lame

My empty heart beats

Like a city without any streets 

Or a country without a name

Shall I call it defeat ?

Your affections were bittersweet 

Your kisses were never the same

My empty heart beats

Shall I call it defeat?
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  ?Terzanelle? A  Million Stars

  

  

  

A million stars to gaze upon  

which one belongs to only you? 

A million stars to gaze upon 

  

I choose a different one anew 

The pale moonlight glowing above 

which one belongs to only you? 

  

The one which defines our true love? 

The pale moonlight glowing softly  

The pale moonlight glowing above 

  

Are you gazing so Loftily 

As I point fingers at each star 

The pale moonlight glowing softly  

  

I wonder dear just where you are 

Am I not your romantic soul? 

As I point fingers at each star 

  

So how can I ever feel so whole? 

A million stars to gaze upon 

Am I not Your romantic soul? 

A Million stars to gaze upon 

  

Part Two 

  

  

The glistening tears in my eyes 

The shimmer of my souls sad blues 
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The glistening tears in my eyes 

  

The one that belongs just to you 

Where our memories can combine  

The shimmers of my souls sad blues 

  

If only my hopes could align 

I could be sitting by your side 

Where our memories can combine  

  

Oh! If the heavens could abide 

make my dreams a reality  

I could be sitting by your side 

  

Then true happiness I would see 

A million stars up in the sky 

Make my dreams a reality  

  

You wouldn't want to see me cry 

The glistening tears in my eyes 

A million stars  up in the sky 

The glistening tears in my eyes 
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 Let me Serenade You

  

Let me serenade you upon this moonlit night  

Listen closely to the music of my heartbeat  

Its playing the sounds of my love so bright 

  

Let the music play within your soul my dear  

Let the strings that make up my tender heart 

 play the melody of my abiding love so sincere 

  

Close your eyes and feel my gentle rhythm play 

 its in every pulsating beat I give 

and the sweet caresses I give you each day 

  

The stars they shine brightly in the velvet sky  

but your gaze upon me it's such a thrill 

I fall deeper in love with you, and that's no lie 

  

Your sweet kisses there's nothing that can compare  

There's no supernova upon the vast heavens 

that can steal the thunder of my love so fair 

  

So let me serenade you upon this moon lit night  

listen closely dear to the sounds of my love 

Let the beats of my love embrace you tonight 
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 Clerihews- comic verses 

Oh Little Miss Muffet!

Her belly, couldn't really stuff it

The spider said "No way"

Could she eat the curds and whey 

Whose is that, Batman?" ? 

He's looking like a Cat man

With all those kittens

He's behaving rather smitten

 Humpty Dumpty

He's Looking rather Lumpy 

He fell out of his ? bed 

Now he's sporting a bump on his head

Oh Lady Godiva

In the pool she would dive, ya! ???? 

But she Forgot she was bare

Now everyone stares 

There was a cat named Billy ? 

Who acted really silly

He would play with his tail

When he Bit it, he would wail

There's an old mourning dog ? 

Whose mine is in a fog 

He barks in his sleep

and in the morning does weep

The was a clever fly  ? 

Was always raiding food on the sly

The spider was wiser
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Jumped on him like a geyser 
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 Sedoka : Glow of Soft  Moonlight

Upon your sweet face 

The soothing warmth of moonlight  

Radiating love 

  

Upon your soft lips  

It's sweetest seductive glow 

The stars envy their nectar 
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 In the Shades of Darkness

  

The ? flower grew in shades of darkness 

  

Its will was too strong to die 

  

though ?? love is deep within me she said 

  

the ?? sun won't shine from the sky 

  

The ? moon cast its glow  just past her 

  

never thought  to question just why 

  

each petal held the secret of love 

  

and every night the dew would cry 

  

"How I long for your bright colors 

  

and the warmth of the blue sky 

  

the tears fell from the ?  flower 

  

and her heart began to sigh 

  

If only the light of day 

  

would shine  upon me 

        » my colors would not run dry  

  

if the ? moon glow would 

  

paint my petals 
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        » my color's  would touch the sky  
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 ? Kyrielle Sonnet? Mountain Peaks

Upon the highest mountain peaks  

As hikers admiringly peek 

Are rays of sunshine all aglow 

In winter they're covered in snow   

  

Where Hikers never there wander 

Heaven's mountain capped wonders  

In the winds where snowy flakes blow 

In winter they're covered in snow    

  

In the springtime the mountain Caps melts  

Hikers have to wear safety belts  

They can't risk falling down below 

In winter they're covered in snow    

  

Upon the highest mountain peaks  

In winter they're covered in snow
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 One Summer?s Day

At the beach ? one summer's day, 

As the cascading waves rolled on by, 

We sun bathed together, sun up high, 

As the sunshine slowly slipped away. 

  

Yes, we peacefully passed the day 

We smiled at the beautiful deep blue sky, 

At the beach ? one summer's day, 

As the cascading waves rolled on by. 

 

 

How delightful were the seagulls at play 

In the sands, darting into the skies  

Scavenging food then off they would fly. 

At sunset we marveled the ocean's waves  

At the beach ? one summer's  day. 
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 ?a kyrielle ? New Start 

  

  A thousand times I said goodbye  

Painful tears glistening in my eyes 

So many times it broke our hearts 

Two souls begging for a new start   

  

Full of sorrow our souls did mourn 

A love like roses full of thorns  

Struggling hard at being apart 

Two souls begging for a new start 

  

 Some days we smile not knowing why 

Gazing back at each other's eyes 

Are we destined for broken hearts 

Two souls begging for a new start   
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 ?Palindrome? Passion 

  

Passion  

Sweetly felt 

Giddy, pleasurable lips 

tender and warm  

Soothing, heartfelt embraces 

Marvelous and pleasing 

whispered seduction  

Hot and steamy 

Heat of Love  

?? 

Love of Heat 

Steamy and Hot 

Seduction whispered  

Pleasing and marvelous  

Embraces heartfelt, soothing 

Warm and tender  

Lips Pleasurable, Giddy 

Felt Sweetly 

Passion  
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  ? Promises  of Vows

      » What were the promises of his Vows?  

His hardships across the distant miles 

Was destiny sealing our fate ?       » What were the promises of his Vows?  

The Heartbreaks which accumulate

Did his abiding love dissipate?       » What were the promises of his Vows?  

His hardships across the distant miles
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 ? Alluette? Heaven

  

"Please leave hell behind 

Happiness you'll find 

At heavens Celestial door" 

You must be a saint? 

The devil did faint 

"Go away he did implore" 

  

-------- 

The journey was short  

Hell you did abort  

The nectar of heaven grew 

The angels did smile 

Greeted you in style 

Then into the light you flew    

  

--------- 

Heaven's  is complete  

Jesus you shall greet 

No sins on you did cling 

The nectar of love 

From angels above 

True happiness they shall bring          
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 ?Sonnet? From the Ashes

From the flicker of ashes love did burn

Smoldering ever so quietly in place

She gazed at his smile and he in return 

Spied something new written on her face

His heart started Beating he felt the rush

His soul didn't quite understand the feel

A burning ember within made him blush

Trickling throughout Him with zest and zeal

In his eyes She could see the fire within 

and she knew she must ignite the passion 

Puckering her lips she walked closer to him

Kissed him gently, softly ,in sweet fashion

Though once extinguished their flickers remained 

From the ashes, Smoldering love did  flame
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 Was it just a Dream

I just saw my reflection blink 

Gazing down upon the stream 

In tiny ripples of glittered ink 

Oh, could it be just a dream? 

I saw my reflection smile 

Gazing down upon the stream 

Cascading gently and mild 

Oh! could it be just a dream? 

  

Then spied my reflection dying 

Gazing down upon the stream 

My blissful eternal soul flying 

Or was it just a mixed up dream 

I saw my reflection finally fade 

Gazing down upon the stream 

My blinking last escapade  

Before I drowned in my dreams  
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 The Moon & Stars

  

The glow, the prism of hope to all 

The shine so beautiful and bright 

Upon the ebony nights sky's walls 

  

Yes, the prism of light falls 

In a spectrum within sight 

The glow, the prism of hope to all  

  

Like the changing leaves of fall 

Their colorful rays take flight 

Upon the ebony nights sky's walls 

  

Our souls the blissful lights enthralls 

a symbiotic relationship ever bright 

The glow , the prism of hope to all  

  

The Moon and stars as nature calls 

Joyful like fairies and sprites 

Upon the ebony nights sky's wall 

  

As the twilight night lovingly crawls 

The kindred glow at heaven s height 

The glow, the prism of hope to all  

Upon the ebony night sky's  wall 
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 I?m Leaning  Towards Insane

This teardrop RIDE INSIDE I HIDE 

until their wetness SUBSIDES,  

of their GLOW and FLOW 

I KNOW Their MEANING so DEMEANING 

  

I'm LEANING towards INSANE PAIN 

I can BLAME  it on SHAME 

however LAME Life isn't TAME 

Like a OBTUSE EXCUSE 

  

I LOSE ! Yet I have to 

be STRONG, Not WRONG 

LONG as I LIVE, Life Can GIVE

Not IMPASSIVE I could SEE, and BE 

  

Retain my DIGNITY My WEALTH of HEALTH 

Is stacked upon my SHELF!, my mind is  HEALING and DEALING 

my soul REELING,  My ears 

LISTENING and Teardrops GLISTENING
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  Beauty 

  

There's something said of beauty  

As seen in ones  own naked eyes 

In the mirror you hope it will lie 

But does my own beauty haunt me?   

Acquired age has  

a funny way of  

Altering perceptions  

Now I wear a mask, 

 but it's , not perceived  

They come. In assorted styles   

  

It covers my nose not my eyes 

Yes, protecting others from me 

Six feet distancing I must be  

Isolation doesn't help lies    

  

The world is  

in a pandemic  

And wearing  

a mask is mandatory  

As for my beauty , well  

That shall rest for now 

  

 Cuando ya no Niebla mis gafas rosadas    

(when I no longer fog up my rosy  glasses) 
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 Fear

    

 Do you fear gazing into  

the eyes of evil, 

and freeze when you  

realize it looking into  

your eyes   

  

Do you fear getting old  

and wrinkled, or the image of  

your mirror as you pass it by?   

  

Do you fear the knock on your 

 door at night, a loved one,  

a cop,or perhaps a bad guy?   

  

Do you fear loneliness  

as each day passes   

by, you feel the heartache  

and ask yourself why?    

Do you fear the unknown  

walking at night, 

afraid someone may kill you,  

then you'll die    

Do you fear failure  

while sitting on  

your behind, fooling yourself 

into thinking your 

fear is Just a lie   
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Do you fear that  

aliens are walking 

amongst us, 

and that they  

are here to just multiply   

 

Do you fear  

happiness will never 

 find your door  

so you look for it  

everywhere, but in  

your own eyes  

  

Tell me why fear?  

Why let fear  

take you for a ride!  

Don't let it control you;   

take a grip of the demon  

and refuse to 

 let it control you
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 Sunshine 

Sunshine your warmth so soothing to my skin 

It's any wonder Why I bathe in thee, 

Makes me smile and all earth creatures grin 

I love how your sun sets upon the seas 

  

I love your warmth caressing the lands 

Every mountain curve, every desert plain  

Every flower blossom sprouting so grand 

The warmth of your sun after the cool rains 

  

Blessed ever dear, as you shine so brightly  

My eyes can explore the wonders of the earth 

I Can't imagine a world so nightly   

Sunshine you're a blessing, I praise your birth 

  

Every  sunset to sunrise in the sky 

Warms my heart and makes my soul fly 
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 Taste of Temptation 

The taste of temptation lingering on your lips 

It's promise, the  sheer joy of satisfaction  

Subtle softness as tender memories  slip 

Their smoothness a wonderful preoccupation   

The loving soul knows time is equipped  

Surrendering moments to Satisfaction  

The anticipated ecstasy inhales 

The tempted promises of kisses exhales  

 ----- 

The sensual desires takes form twisting in the soul 

Interchanged with the promise of surrender 

To make temptation an accomplished goal 

When lips ultimately feel the warmth so tender 

Like dancing on clouds, the spirit feels whole 

Like a work of art the heart quickly renders 

A heartbeat full of sensuality  

passion filled with spirituality 
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 Scarecrow Ode

Dear Scarecrow we love your fortitude 

Every day you stand tall guarding our land 

The crows may be leery, it's understood  

You are the best farmer's watch dog next to man 

  

The crows come and fly away as do you spin 

The field mouse isn't sure whether to stay 

As your broom seems to move in the cool winds 

Just love how you are stuffed with the barn hay 

  

Your Straw hat never seems to blow or fall 

Day or night you're the best  scarecrow ever 

The cats and the dogs don't mess with you at all 

Had you a brain, I'm sure you would be clever 

  

Oh thanks dear Scarecrow for your fortitude 

From us farmer's you have our gratitude   
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 The Dent on my Pillow

The moonlight keeps me company  

the velvet darkness is my friend 

In the early hours of the morning  

when thoughts of you never seem to end 

  

The stars up in the sky softly glisten 

Like the sparkle in your eyes  

As the  moonlight patiently listens 

To the silent whispers in the sky  

  

The answers my soul seeks to know  

while my heart seems to deny 

Why I lay awake talking to the moon  

As the lonely  hours pass me by 

  

The dent on your pillow is still there  

from days gone by 

I imagine you'll return to me 

But I realize it's just a lie 

  

As the night fades and the stars hide  

the moonlight waves goodbye  

The sunlight paints your pillow 

And once again  I cry 
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 One with Nature

The beauty of nature 

I go there every day   

There I am invincible 

No humans to block 

my sunshine away  

I walk with my head  

to the skies  

watch the leaves  

sway in the wind   

watch the mountains  

way up high listen

to the bird fly

squirrels tail spin 

I am one with nature  

bugs can't get me down  

I see the clouds  

dancing in the sky

Here away from the city  

I never frown 

Dashing deer 

always seem to hide 

I may be invisible    

for a few hours I know  

But that's just fine with me  

Because those are the few.  

glorious moments which.  

Mother Earth   

sets my soul free 
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 And So the Waves Whispered...

And so the waves whispered... 

  

There's a place all too familiar  

which is imprinted In your mind 

A place  So serene and beautiful  

a  precious  memory left  behind 

  

And so the waves whispered... 

  

It was  our waves in twilight hours  

as the sunset coated the sky 

Upon our cascading waters 

Its hues Glistening in your eyes 

  

And so the waves whispered... 

  

Our ultimate  waves of serenity 

your soul sailing upon the mist 

You floated like Clouds in the sky 

as we blessed  you with our kiss      
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 Dressing aTurkey

Dear Turkey its true we pluck your feathers

and leave you naked, you must get the chills

Thanksgiving must leave your kind in Tatters

and send your kin folks running for the hills

I know you feel naked without your dress

But your feathers don't compliment a meal

An issue we also have to address

We're sorry, we know how you truly feel

We don't mean you harm , but its Thanksgiving

We are thankful for the meal you provide

This Holiday think of what you're giving

Warm filled blessings to fill your kind with pride

As we dress you up with cornbread dressing

Never forget you are A true blessing
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 Seas of Dreams

Sea of dreams endlessly flowing in waves 

Flowing throughout my infinite Terrain  

You are the blood that my body craves 

The pulse of Life, Seeping through my veins 

  

I see the beauty of your reflection  

Beaming with every rippled adventure  

majestically flowing from  It's inception  

Your Windswept waters refreshingly pure 

  

  

 Windy skies, Unable to reach your depths 

the hidden magic living down below 

yet caressing your vastness with its breath  

As every magical pulse, though me flows  

  

  

Do you remember me? The flow within  

The sea of dreams Underneath my skin 
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 Winter Twilight 

The soft glow of dusk brushes through her hair 

The cool wintery winds caresses her face 

She strides through the snow without any care 

As fresh snowflakes blesses her with grace 

  

Deep in winter twilight Spring Buds slumber  

Whilst bare limbs of trees catch the falling snow 

Through the maze of trees she crosses under 

she brushes them off with her hands and blows 

  

Like dandelion fluff that disappears 

The snowflakes melt away in twilight's beam 

She laughs, softly turning, and then she cheers 

Deep within winter's  twilight blissful sheen 

  

The cool Wintery winds caressing her face 

Twilight's ethereal beauty instilling it's grace  
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 LIFETIME 

Come stay with me through the night 

Take my hand and if you feel the same 

Stay with me for a lifetime  

wrapped inside my passionate flames 

  

My abiding love. I offer it to you 

my soul through the storms in life 

 So will you stay with me and rescue 

my lonely heart, give my soul some spice 

  

I'll fill your nights with fire, 

with a passion that burns like coals 

I will fulfill all your desires 

and show you a love that never grows cold  

   

I will stay with you through every pain  

Or till death approaches my door 

Stay with  me darling if you feel the same 

For a lifetime of love, forever more 
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 In the Vacant Spaces of Quietude 

In the  vacant spaces of quietude 

when rain turns the sidewalk to grey 

I listen carefully to my soul 

Wind-sweeping sad emotions  

Infiltrating  the beauty of my heart  

  

Hear my heartbeat   

  

Tears don't always manifest into pain 

Remembering your soft lips  

We were happy as the stars  

in  the nights calming glow   

  

Hear my Sighs  of pleasure     

  

Do you remember how  

I trembled in your tender embrace! 

The  Sounds of our love  

as we gazed into each others eyes   

  

Hear the peaceful    

  

Once upon a time we had the world 

Now, all there's left are the raindrops  

and the quietude of emptiness  

and  my soul missing you   

  

Hear my heart sigh 
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 The Gift of Love

  

  

The greatest joy comes from love 

A warmth within the heart and soul 

Like a gift tied in a pretty bow  

To nurture another from the cold 

  

Love comes in many packages  

Each one with its own unique treasures  

A mother, father, child, lover or friend 

Each with its own sets of pleasures  

  

But as we know Love's joy is fleeting  

Forever is not guaranteed to all 

Perhaps in the heart it lives forever  

But too many have experienced its fall 

  

Whether in death onto a new realm  

Or a relationship that is breaking  

Love's gift in not any guarantee  

That you'll have a fairytale ending  

  

Yet be open to the gift of love 

Wear it in your heart like a charm 

Though it may be a temporary keepsakes  

please let it wrap your soul with its arms  

  

If you are blessed with love's joy  

Remember to pass on its pleasure  

There's so many precious souls  

That will be grateful for the treasure 
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 Bathe Me In Your Splendor

 
 

The splendor of your kisses 

is something I desire 

The joy of simple wishes 

to set my soul on fire 

  

 So bathe me in your wonder 

and turn my life around 

tell me that you love me 

and never make me frown   

  

Embrace me with your arms 

and hold me within your heart 

thrill me with your charms 

and say we'll never part   

  

Fill my life with laughter 

and open up your soul 

Let's start a new chapter 

that shall last till we grow old   

  

I 'll give to you my heart 

to set your life aglow 

To fill your world from the start 

with a love that only grows   

  

I'll bathe you with my trust 

and my soul for us to mingle 

My fleshly warmth upon my bust 

to make our passion tingle   

   

I'll listen to all your woes 
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and kiss away your fears 

Above all I hope you'll know 

I'll always hold you dear    
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 Christmas Day

Hear the angels singing 

its Christmas Day 

The weather is chilly 

let the children play 

  

Its time for rejoicing 

and blessing our friends 

The best presents are 

gifts that never end 

  

Let love keep 

knocking at your door 

Let there be peace 

and joy,  forevermore 

  

Let Hope never fade 

from your hearts 

Smile, rejoice each day 

 Life is our present 

  

 So Be Merry & Bright always 

Not just Christmas Day 
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 Our New Years Love-   A Rondelet

Our New Years Love 

Champagne wishes and warm kisses 

Our New Years Love 

Together like pair of gloves 

Ringing the year, hopeful wishes 

That our love remain delicious 

Our New Years Love
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 Battle Between The  Sexes - The Commode

Perhaps it's a joy in the beginning 

not really a complaint 

But we are all just humans 

 Not living Saints   

  

So if things get tough 

in the battle of the wits 

I know its kind of rough 

just put the lid down then sit    
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 A Sad Violin

A sad violin 

no strings left upon its heart 

A hallow beauty  

  

She plays with imagined love 

Strumming souls ever so mild 
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 Sun Kissed

THE SUN LIGHT  WAS PEERING  

THROUGH THE WINDOW 

ITS SOFT BEAMS OF LIGHT 

WAS CARESSING YOUR FACE 

KISSING YOUR EVERY EYELASH 

YOU WERE A SIGHT TO BEHOLD 

AS OUR EYES SOFTLY MET 

MY HEART SKIPPED A BEAT 

I KNEW IN THAT MOMENT 

I LOVED YOU  
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 Avalanche of Emotions

  

But when the sun kissed her eyelashes,  

and she smiled so sweetly  

Somewhere beneath her lips  

Her body felt loved  

  

One couldn't help admire her beauty  

An avalanche of emotions  

Swirled inside of her 

If only , if only she was truly loved 

  

Yes, the skin hungers for attention  

But her heart hungers for more 

An avalanche of emotions  

Rushing  from every pore 
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 Wind Chimes

Love like a musical wind chime 

Let it enchant your soul 

  

Let it's  whimsical music resonate 

and kiss your very soul 

  

Let the winds of love caress you 

and make you feel whole 
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 What Are you Afraid of

What Are You Afraid of 

  

As the weight of the world  

Is lifted by the Angels above  

The Demons below are tugging 

"What are you afraid of?" 

  

If the abyss never ends  

will the black hole swallow? 

If all sins remain unforgivable  

will your soul feels hallow ? 

   

Where do you go when you 

are stuck in the middle? 

Not worthy of heaven or 

can't solve hell's riddle ? 

   

Repent, forgive, don't let 

lust pull your eyes 

Gluttony is shameful  

is it truth, or made up lies 

  

When evil comes to claim 

the devil's grip is never tame 

so hold on to goodwill, 

goodness, and the Angels chains  
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 Underneath the Shadow of my Wings

I shall hold you underneath

the shadow of my wings

Keep you safely tucked

no matter what life brings   

And through each season

of your precious life

Ill help you to balance

any anguish or strife   

I shall turn your mortal pain

to laughter and joy

I shall turn your mortal grief

into comfort & rejoice   

I shall turn you anguish & sorrow

into hope for a new tomorrow   

I shall hold you underneath

the shadow of my wings

Keep you safely tucked

no matter what life brings   
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 The Earth Worm-a sonnet 

  

She crawls out from the earth when it does rain 

the earth worm just trying to exist within 

To make it to safety, doesn't complain 

Inching about with a wormy like grin 

  

Wiggling her body just moves along 

If you see her crossing, please be kind 

Don't ever think of doing her some harm 

 She fertilizes your soil most times  

  

Poor little creature used as fishing bait 

Hooked on a  fishing hook and then swallowed 

 Poor little earth worm, oh such a fate 

When living underground does she wallow 

  

  

The worm is a blessing to Mother Earth 

So please be kind and know an earth worms worth 
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 Let me Quilt My Affections 

??? ?? ????? ?? ?????????? ???? ???? ???? 

??? ??  weave ?? ????? ??????  

??? ??  weave  ?? ???? ???? ?? ? ????? 

??? ??  weave ?? ?????? ???????? 

  

???? ????? ????? ?????? ??, 

?????? ? ????? ?????? 

  

?? ?????????? ?? ????  

????? ???? ??? ?????????  

  

?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??  

???????? ?????? ???? ???? 

  

?'?? ?????? ???? ??? ?????? 

?? ?? ???? 

  

??  ??????? , ??? ?? ????? ?? 

?????????? ???? ???? ???? 

  

??? ?? ???? ??? ??? ??  

???????? ?????? 

  

??? ?? ?????? ???? ???  

????????? ?? ? ?????  

  

??? ?? ?????? ????????  

?????? ???? ??? ????
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 ????????? ?? ???? 

  

????????? ?? ????  

??? ??? ??? ????? ?? ?? ????  

??? ????????? ? ???????   

  

??? ???? ?? ?? ???? ????  

???'?? ??? ?????? ?? ?? ?????   
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  ? ???? ???????? ?? ??????? ???

? ???? ?? ????????? , ??? ?????? 

?????? ???? ????? ?? ?? ???? ?? ???   

??? ??? ??????? ????  ???????? ?????   

????? ?????? ?????? ?? ??? ???????  ???  

  

??? ?????? ???? ???? ??????   

?????? ?????? ??? ?? ???? ????   

???? ?? ???????? ??? ?????   

????? ?? ?????? ????? ???? ???

 

??? ???? ???? ???? ?? ?????? 

?????? ?? ???? ???? ??????? ???? 

???? ???? ?? ???????? ??? ????   

???? ??? ????????? ???  ???? 

  

???? ???? ????  ??????????? ?? ????   

????,  ????? ??? ??????? ???   

??? ??? ???? ????????? ???? ???  ???????? ????    

???? ???????? ?? ??????? ??? 
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 Music of my Heart

Music of my heart, my heart beating through 

Rhythmically thumping a sweet melody  

Beautifully mastered rhythm just for you 

Song of my soul just beating so carefree  

  

And when we are separated by space 

My tender heart keeps beating just for you 

Every musical beat is filled with grace 

melody of my heart beating so true 

  

Echoes of my soul grinning with the song 

A love thumping melody ever true 

Of my hearts real passion ever so strong 

The sonnet beating my dear just for you 

  

Music of my heart, sonnet of my soul 

beating true happiness my favorite goal 
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 Hope Chest

Inquisitive and innocent 

she asked her Mother 

"Where you do find Love?" 

  

My Dear, love is in my Hope Chest waiting to be found, 

so the little girl searched for it here and there, and all around 

She looked for it in her Mother's dresser, and behind every door 

She searched every corner, and under the rug on the floor 

She became exhausted and decided to look for it another time 

Her Mother's Hope Chest was just too hard to find 

  

The next day she searched all around her mother's garden 

"Have you seen a Hope Chest?"the gardener replied "I Beg your Pardon?" 

So She she looked in the garage to search where it could be 

But all that she found inside was a spider and a honey bee 

  

Finally she asked her mother " Is this some type of test?' 

"Why can't I find it? Can you tell me where is your Hope Chest?" 

"Silly Girl, my Hope Chest is deep inside of me" 

I keep it here in hopes of setting my Love free" 

"Why do you call it your Hope Chest" she asked with pride 

I call it my Hope Chest because my love is locked inside" 

We all humans Hope to love and be loved in return you see 

The trick is to find the right person who holds the key 

  

" I love you Mother, and I have the key to your heart" 

She Unlocked her Hope Chest and said" I love you too sweetheart"
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 The Fairies Cast A Spell- Triolet

??? ??????? ???? ? ????? ?? ??

?' ??? ??????? ???? ???????? 

???????? ??? ?????? ?? ???

??? ??????? ???? ? ????? ?? ??

??????? ??????? ? ?????? ?? ??

????? ?? ????? ????? ???? ????? ????

??? ??????? ???? ? ????? ?? ??

?' ??? ??????? ???? ????????
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 The Petrichor - A sonnet

Happiness is the sound of rain falling 

The Pitter, patter upon mother earth 

The petrichor in the air comes a calling  

Refreshing, earthy , a wondrous birth 

  

Our laughing eyes wander for a distance 

Happy cheeks rise sporting a smile 

Mother Earth proud as our eyes glance 

At her earthy wet attired raindrop  style 

  

Puddles are made not just for girls and boys 

The splashing  is enjoyable for all 

Kick off your shoes, there are puddles to enjoy 

Listen to our inner child, the cool water calls 

  

Enjoy the petrichor born of newly fallen rain 

Go out,  enjoy your inner child again 
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 Purrfectly Batman

Purrrrrfectly my dear Bat Creature

I am always on the prowl

looking for my next adventure

my stomach always on the growl   

  

Curiosity is a thrill for me

"Batman your cape is too long"

same old hotels, no place to be

"Oh Batman! Your arms are so strong" 

  

  So I climb around always purring

Meowwww I am feline candy

"Batman, do you find me alluring?"

"I'll make your batwings feel dandy"   

  

Who needs a vacation to seek thrills

When I look at you my Dear Batman

Your eyes give me such a chill

Your strong, hard body, I am a fan!   

  

They call me Catwoman,

and I am always on the prowl

"Did you know I tied that Robin man

and in his mouth I left a towel"   

  

I am always searching for fun

Oh Batman, who needs a vacation

"Can I play with your gun?"

I see it's giving me a standing ovation
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 Joy Awaits

?? ??? ???? ????? ???????? ?? ???? 

???????? ?? ?????? ???? ????? ??? 

?? ??????? ?? ?????? ?? ? ??????? ????? 

?????????? ??'? ??????? ??? ?? ?? ????? 

  

??? ?????? ???? ?? ? ????? ????????????  

??? ? ????????? ???? ?? ??????? ???? ??????? ?????? 

? ??????? ???? ??????? ?? ?? ?????????? 

??? ?????? ??????? ?? ?? ?????? 

  

? ???????? ??? ???? ????? ?? ????  ??????? ???????  

??? ????? ????????? ??? ???? ?? ????? 

?? ?? ??? ??????? ????? ?? ???????  

??? ???? ?? ?? ?????? ??? ?????? 

  

?????????? ?? ???? ????? ????????? ?????? ??? 

??? ?????? ????? ????? ??? ???? ????? ????? 

??? ???????????  revealed as my poetic side 

???? ?? ? ???? ??????'? ????? 

  

??? ? ????????? ???? ?? ??????? ????? 

??????? ??????????? ??? ??????? ?? ???? 

??????? ??? ???? ???? ??? 

My poetic side ?? ? ????? ????? ?? ??
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 Ephemeral 

If only the pain in my heart was ephemeral  

Like the scent of Roses in a vase 

Fleeting as they wither ever gently  

Dropping their petals slowly in place  

  

If only my heartache was temporary  

Not a forever tattoo in my soul 

This lingering pain could disappear  

And happiness I could  nicely behold 

  

If only the pain in my heart was ephemeral  

Like the passing scenery from a train 

Just fleeting picturesque moment 

Momentary like clouds dropping rain 
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 ?????????? ???, ??? ???? ? ??????? 

?????????? ???, ??? ???? ? ???????  

??? ? ???? ??? ??? ??? ??????? ???????  

????????? ?? ???? ??? ??? ??????? ??? ?????  

?????? ???????? ????? ???  ????? ??????   

 

????? ? ??????? ???? ?? ? ??????'? ????  

???? ??? ???? ????????, ??? ? ??? ????.  

?????? ??? ????? ?? ????????, ??? ?????? ???? ????  

????  ??? ?? ??????????,  ? ???? ???   

  

? ???? ???? ??, ??? ?? ??????? ??? ???? 

? ???? ??? ????????, ??? ???????? ????  

????? ?? ?????????? ???  ?????? ?????  

?? ???? ??? ???? , ????? ?? ????????? ????   

  

??? ? ???? ?????  ???? ?? ???? ?? ?? ?????,  

??????? ???? ????? ????'?  ???? ?? ?????. 
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 For Break it May: A Triolet

For break it may , and so it shall 

My heart, my soul, teardrops command 

To weep these tears upon my hands  

For, break it may and so it shall 

This heartbreaking pain within me 

My splintered soul for all to see 

For, break it may and so it shall 

My heart, my soul, teardrops command     
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 The Vellichor of Canterbury Library

Melancholy permeates within the walls 

The dusty books untouched by time 

The ghosts pacing through these halls 

Ancient titles printed upon their spines 

  

They roams around lingering for awhile 

Oh, such secrets these books conceal 

If only they weren't hidden in piles 

What Ancient stories they would reveal 

  

The Vellichor of Canterbury Library 

Is felt only by the ghostly apparitions 

Patrons killed,  sigh, it was so scary 

By a crazed fella , with ammunition 

  

Cobwebs, and spiders are their only friends 

The books untouched , pages unturned 

Yes, Melancholy never seems to end 

The Canterbury Library sadly burned 

  

The longing Vellichor of Canterbury  

Is felt only by the ghostly apparitions 

And the Ancient books of the Library 

Long burnt down and now Nonexistent

 

The pile of rubble ,barren and cold 

But to the ghostly patrons, books to read 

Oddly these Ancient books of old 

Can't alleviate their longing needs 
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 A Dream

?? ???? ?? ?? ?? ? ????? 

 ? ?????? ? ??? ???? ????? ?????? 

 ? ????????? ???????   

????? ?????? ??? ?? ??????? ???? 

  

 ?? ?????? ?????? ??????   

?? ???? ?? ???? ????????   

?? ? ??????? ??? ?? ????? 

???? ?? ? ??????? ????? ??? ???????   

  

?? ?? ???????? ??????????? 

  ? ???????? ??? ???? ?? ???? 

???? ? ??????? ??? ???? ?? ???????? 

 ?? ???? ?????? ???? ??????   

  

?? ? ??????? ??? ?? ????? ???   

?? ???? ??? ???????? ?? ??? ???? 

???  ?????????? ???? ???????? 

 ??????????? ????????? ??????   

  

??? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? ?????? 

 ?? ????? ??? ???????? 

?? ???? ????????? ??  ???? ???? 

?? ?????? ??? ???? ?  ????   

  

???? ??? ??? ?? ??????? ??????   

??? ?? ?????? ??? ????? 

? ???? ?? ???? ?? ????? 

??????? ??? ???????? ????? ??????
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 ????????? ?s  ???? ??? ??

????????? ?s  ???? ??? ??,    

??????? ???? ?s ??? ???? ??????????   

  

??? s???s ?? ????   ??? s????? ????   

??  ??????? ??s? ????  ?s ??? ????s ????   

  

?? ??? ??? , ??'s ??????  ?? ???? ??s???   

???? ??? ???? ??ss ??? ??,  ?? ??????????? ??s???
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 A - Z   Love?s Breath

Awakening to dawns early morning light 

Beautiful feelings arise, Love's breath  

Caresses so sweet and tender 

Delighting my heart 

Every day  would  be Heaven, but  

Forever  Love Is a Fantasy, is it? 

Greatest blessing in life , is to feel love's breath 

Having your heart inflate Like a balloon 

I hope loves breath never pops  

Just Married, is not just a Fairytale  

Kisses should never fade , never!! 

Love's breath should last forever  

Maybe I'll find loves' ember  

No , maybe I'll make it happen !! 

Once upon a Times, are real, if I 

Put out love and I'll  get love return  

Quit? I'll never quit  love, nor leave it to fate 

Reaching out to others is my first step 

Staying out of trouble, that's important  

Teaching myself  patience  

UnderstandIng it may take love time 

Very long time, I hope not  

Xtreme patience I must be  

Yes, I may never see it coming  

ZaP, Zoom,   can love' s breath falls into my lap? 
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 Clouds of Destiny

??????? ?? ??? ???????? ?? ?? ???? 

 ?????? ????? ??????? ???? ???? ?????? ?? ?????? 

???? ????????? ??  ??? ???? ?????? ?? ???? 

??? ??????????? ???? ????????  ??????????   

  

?? ????? ?????? ?? ?? ??? ???? 

????????? ?? ???? ??? ????? ?? ?? ??????? 

 ???????? ????'? ????? ??? ??????? 

?????????, ???????, ???? ?'? ?? ?????? ????   

  

??? ??? ???? ?????? ?? ???????????   

?? ? ???? ?? ????'? ????????? ??????? ????? 

??????? ??? ????????'? ???????? ???????? 

  

 ?? ??????? ???? ???????? ???? ????? ???? 

???? ???? ????????? ????? ??  ????? ??????   

?? ?????? ???? ??? ?????  ?? ?????? ???? 

???? ????????? ??????? ??? ?  ???? ???? ??????   

  

??  ??? ????? ??????? ???? ?? ????? 

 ?? ??? ?????? ????  ???????? ???? ????? 

? ???? ?? ????'? ????  ?? ??? ??  ?? ??? ????? ?????   

???  ?? ???? ??  with  ????????? ?????   

  

?????? ?? ??? ?????? ??  ??????? 

?? ????? ???????, ??? ???? ????? 

????? ???? ???? ?? ??
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 ????????????????

?????????? ?? ? ????????? ????? 

??? ?? ?????? ??????? ?? ??? 

 ??? ?? ? ??? ?????, ? ????,   

?? ??? ??? ????, ???? ? ???   

  

??? ??? ????? ??????? ?? ???? 

?? ??????? ??????   

???? ???? ?? ?? ????? 

? ??? ?? ???? ??????? ?????   

  

??? ???? ?? ?? ????? 

?????'? ????????? ? ????   

?? ? ??? ?? ???? ???? 

? ???? ???? ?? ????? 

  

 ???? ??? ???????? ?? 

???? ? ?? ????!?   

?? ???? ? ?? ????????? 

???? ?? ????? ?? ??????   

  

??????? ???????, ? ???? 

 ??? ? ??????   

???, ???????????????? 

???? ????? ?? ??? ??????
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 The Mighty Jungle- Haiku Sets

The Mighty Jungle 

When Lions Roar, no one sleeps  

Prey scatter about  

********** 

Deep in the Forest 

The woods are filled with animals  

Hidden from their prey 

********* 

Snakes slitter about 

Poison in their fangs, must watch out 

In the heat of day 

********* 

Chimpanzees swingers  

High upon the tall canopy  

Males are dominant  

******** 

Hippopotamus  

They like to wade in cool water 

But better beware  

******** 

The stealthy leopard  

Quiet , powerful ,  a true king 

Arboreal creature 

********, 

On the Jungle floor 

Say Arachnophobia  

Spider Assassins 
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 In the Vacant Spaces of Quietude

?? ??? ?????? ?????? ?? ???????? 

???? ???? ????? ??? ???????? ?? ???? 

? ?????? ????????? ?? ?? ???? 

????-????????   ??? ???????? 

I??????????? ??? ?????? ?? ?? ????? 

  

 ???? ?? ?????????  

  

 ????? ???'? ?????? ???????? ???? ???? 

??????????? ???? ???? ????   

?? ???? ????? ?? ??? ?????   

??  ??? ?????? ??????? ????   

  

 Hear my  ?????  ?? ???????? 

  

 ?? ??? ???????? ??? 

? ???????? ?? ???? ?????? ???????! 

???  ?????? ?? ??? ????   

?? ?? ????? ???? ???? ?????'? ????   

  

???? ??? ????????ness 

  

???? ???? ? ???? 

?? ??? ??? ????? 

???, ??? ?????'? ???? 

??? ??? ?????????   

??? ??? ???????? ?? ?????????   

???  ?? ???? ??????? ???   

  

???? ?? ????? ????
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 Loves First Kiss - A Villanelle 

There's no greater 

joy than loves first kiss 

There's no greater 

warmth than its light 

A soothing warmth and 

such an enjoyable bliss 

  

Like the soft caresses 

of warm tender lips 

Joining underneath 

the stars at night  

There's no greater 

joy than loves first kiss 

  

A joyous occasion 

as memories slips 

When loves first light, 

shined ever bright 

A soothing warmth and 

such an enjoyable bliss 

  

Love blossomed with

 It's soothing caress  

And its warm embrace  

Oh, it felt so right  

There's no greater 

joy than loves first kiss 

  

The moonlight whispered

 " Feel my soothing  kiss" 

And sent down its 

soothing glow of light  
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A soothing warmth and 

such an enjoyable bliss 

  

The heavens blessing 

 Us with it's  caress  

The moon and stars

 shining  ever bright 

There's no greater 

joy than loves first kiss 

A soothing warmth and 

such an enjoyable bliss
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 Lovely Rainbows

Lovely Rainbows  

So magical up in the sky 

Lovely Rainbows  

Tried reaching them on tippy toes 

The cute leprechaun asked me why 

I told him, " Because I can't fly" 

Lovely Rainbows 
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 Dandelions

Dandelions

We blow them in the wind for fun

Dandelions

We love them, there's no denying

Flying high the wisps love the sun

Sailing in the air, one by one

Dandelions
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 ????? ??? ????? ?? ?????????

??? ???? ???? ?? ???? ??????? ??????? ??? ???? 

 ??? ???? ??????? ????? ???????? ??? ???? 

??? ??????? ??????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ????   

?? ????? ??????????  ??????? ??? ???? ?????   

  

???? ?? ?????? ????????  ?????? ???? ??????? 

????? ???? ????? ?? ????? ????? ??? ??????? ????   

????? ??? ????? ?? ????????? ??? ???????   

??????? ??? ?????????? ??? ??? ???? ??? ?????   

  

???? ????????? ????? ???? ?????????? 

??? ?????????? ???? ???? ?? ????????'? ???? 

??? ?????? , ?????? ???????? ???? ??? ?????? 

??? ???????? ???????? ??????, ?????  ?????   

  

??? ???? ??????? ????? ????????? ??? ???? 

???????? ?????  ?????????? ??'? ?????
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 Missing Moonlight

What if  

There wasn't any moonlight 

upon your face 

There wasn't any peaceful shimmering glow 

Only stars on the other side of midnight  

Your saddened heartbeat couldn't flow 

What if 

There wasn't any nectar of the  

moons true beauty 

 Such heartache you would know 

No  moon beams  to  bathe your soul 

Emptiness would certainly begin to grow  

What If 

Your heartbeat lost its rhythm 

As the missing moonlight ceased to flow 

Then your heart beat would sigh  

Your love for the moon could never grow
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 Mermaid- Acrostic 

?   en were her obsession

?    very wink was a pleasure 

?    eeling them in like a

?   ighty fisherman with bait

?    stounding  was her voice

?      ncredible  was her beauty

?    eadly was her lure 

?   ighty Sailors fell prey

?    ach time she sang

?    eaching out with dulce tones the

?   ermaid  was the bait

?    nd out jumped a shark

?     nto the mighy air 

?   evouring the  Sailor  

?   aybe that was her destiny

?    ach  Sailor broke her heart

?    ealizing  she had been cursed

?   aybe if she had human legs

?    t least she could've been loved 

?     nstead she was the bait for the

?    eadly Demon Shark 

  

?   ermaids have a heart

?     ach one is unique

?     omance  lives in their soul

?    aybe if they weren't cursed

?    nd they had human legs

?      ncredible  love they would feel

?     esired instead  of feared  
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 My Heart is  Heavy : Villanelle

My heart is heavy, my soul is blue

Since the stars fell from my weary eyes

They no longer sparkle love so true 

  

The glow dimmed when I lost you 

This sadness slowly materialized

My heart is heavy, my soul is blue 

  

The angels in heaven slowly flew 

Down from the ebony darkened sky

They no longer sparkle love so true 

  

The promises of love I once knew

The beams vanished from my eyes 

My heart is heavy, my soul is blue 

  

 The Angels ascended with you

and I never got to say good-bye 

They no longer sparkle love so true 

  

Now,  I mourn the love I once knew

When the stars sparkled in my eyes

My heart is heavy, my soul is blue

They no longer sparkle love so true
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 Dimples - Acrostic 

?  id you ever  

?    magine  

?  aking love would be 

?  leaureable & 

?   usting after  

?   ach other with be  

?  ensational  

  

  

  

?  id you ever  

?    magine  

?   oving  your body to 

?   leasure someone,  making  

?   ove all night long  

?  very cell in your body 

?  izzling with ecstasy  

  

  

  

?  id you ever  

?    magine  

?  aybe someday your 

?  arents would  

?  augh at your situation  

? xplaining  that  

? ex  is for grown adults  

  

  

  

? ear Mom & Dad 

?    understand  

?  aking love is serious  
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?  lease understand  

?   ust  is  

?  very where and 

? ex  brings out my dimples 
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 My Valentine's Dreams Leave Me Teary-eyed

My broken heart bleeds 

 into the eventide 

  

My shattered soul  

full of pain and tears 

  

My thoughts fill with 

 doubts personified 

---------------- 

  

My lips quiver as my 

 lonely tear drops slide 

  

My heart is tethered  

to my soul's fears 

  

My broken heart bleeds 

 into the eventide 

---------------- 

  

Trembling in fear ,  

losing my pride  

  

Wishing love's magic  

dust were here 

  

My thoughts fill with  

doubts personified 

---------------- 

  

Will twilight's beams  

leave me satisfied 
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Will "I love you's" ever  

echo in my ears? 

  

My broken heart bleeds  

into the eventide 

---------------- 

  

Love's blissful nectar,  

oh why is it denied? 

  

My shattered soul  

crying in crimson tears 

  

My thoughts fill with  

doubts personified 

---------------- 

  

My Valentine's dreams 

 leave me teary-eyed 

  

Magnifying my pain 

 and all my fears  

  

My broken heart bleeds  

into the eventide 

  

My thoughts fill with 

 doubts personified
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 Moonlit Heavens: A Villanelle

From the moonlit heavens in the sky

Such peacefulness unveiled before me

I could hardly believe my eyes  

  

Soft beams of moon light  far and wide

Brought me to my knees 

From the moonlit heavens in the sky 

  

An Angel descended and then sighed

Asked If heaven was where I needed to be

I could hardly believe my eyes  

  

My heart was heavy, I started to cry

I was dying, yet my soul couldn't see

From the moonlit heavens in the sky 

  

So, I asked the Angel kindly Why?

Why was she now coming for me?

I could hardly believe my eyes  

  

Then I felt my soul lift as I sighed 

Radiant Moon beams was all I could see

From the moonlit heavens in the sky

I could hardly believe my eyes 
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 I Fell in Love : Rondelet

I fell in love 

My heart was filled with joyful glee 

I fell in love 

Soaring  like the wings of a dove 

 In my peaceful serenity 

My soul was happy and care free 

I fell in love
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 Baller Oni

First strike, you're in trouble

Second strike, you start to sweat

Strike three,  you go to Hell 

  

The score is even 

and you need a home run

The Baller Oni, yells 

" Let's have  fun" 

  

"How did you get 666" I ask

"Its simple" he giggles without  shame

I clobbered them all

The Devil is my name 

  

He shows me the bat

Snickering once again

You may think I'm nice 

But, I am not your  friend 

  

His eyes start glowing

 I start to run away

" Hey Come back,

You still haven't played" 

  

Now, I asked him 

How he ended at the Mansion

" It's the portal to Hell"

I read his lips like closed caption  

  

He swung the bat, clobbering my head" 

You're a Oni Now,  Angel" 

Demon Baller said 
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Welcome to the Game 

It's the Angels verses the Demons

I swung my bat

I knew I wasn't dreaming 

  

I was a dead Angel

 So I swung the bat as hard as I could

I clobbered the demon

 with my bat made of wood  

  

I may be, a  new Oni

But, I know how to play the game

Clobber all the demons

Because dead Angels have no shame 
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 Love it's Sweet Warmth- Rondelet

Love it's sweet warmth

What pleasure I found in a kiss

Love it's sweet warmth

What my soft lips sorely did miss

Was the warm tinge of your sweet lips

Love it's sweet warmth
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 Railway Station: Villanelle 

I lost my love at the railway station 

Dropped me off, then kissed me goodbye 

No sir, this wasn't a real vacation 

  

He didn't give me an explanation 

Just pat me on the back as I sighed 

I lost my love at the railway station 

  

Then I departed with his rejection 

I watched the cities just pass me by 

No Sir this wasn't a real vacation 

  

I remember his sweet flirtation 

When he wanted to be my special guy 

I lost my love at the railway station 

  

Until he acquired a new revelation 

I'm setting you free, like a butterfly  

No Sir this wasn't a real vacation 

  

I cried for miles in  humiliation 

As the conductor looked me in the eye 

I lost my love at the railway station 

No sir, this wasn't a real vacation 
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 When You Were Mine: Villanelle

Do you remember our kisses so sweet?

Like delicious honey-nectar so fine 

When you were mine, I felt so complete 

  

My soul did spins, I was dizzy on my feet

Oh baby, I would get chills down my spine

Do you remember our kisses so sweet? 

  

With every pucker, I could feel your heat

The warmth of your lips , oh so sublime 

When you were mine, I felt so complete 

  

My heart danced  a sweet loving  beat 

Oh yes, I was glad you were mine !

Do you remember our kisses so sweet? 

  

Honey glazed lips such a joyous treat 

Warm embraces , oh they felt divine

When you were mine, I felt so complete 

  

I shall always love you my sweet

Your kisses forever engraved in my mind

Do you remember our kisses so sweet?

When you were mine, I felt so complete
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 Blood-Red Rose: Villanelle

See the Beauty of the Blood-Red Rose

Petals sweet and luscious as any flower

Deep within my soul she calmly flows 

  

Beautifully nourished by love we know

My soul holds all her fragrant power  

See the Beauty of the Blood-Red Rose 

  

In my veins her sweet nectar flows 

And the fragrance within never tires 

Deep within my soul she calmly flows  

  

You may think her thorns may show

To prick those people under fire

See the Beauty of the Blood-Red Rose 

  

The beauty inside of me softly grows

Like an Angel she's one to admire 

Deep within my soul she calmly flows  

  

If you love me her beauty will glow

Petals sweetness full of desire 

See the Beauty of the Blood-Red Rose

Deep within my soul she calmly flows 
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 Beauty Upon The Sea

Casting her beauty upon the sea

The moon felt as true peace

Her reflection dancing upon 

the waves her love light released 

  

Look at the magnata, the sailors

Cried huddling down on their ship

The glow is even more lovelier

This time around such a glorious trip 

  

The  sea waves would laugh

As the moon light caressed their faces

Tickled by its  wondrous lustrous sheen 

Upon the ocean wide open spaces 

  

And so the moon would delight 

all those Creatures of the sea

Mermaids were no exception

Swimming through the magnata happily 

  

The dolphins and whales could

Never truly sleep without peeping

At the beauty created by the moonlight

The trail upon the sea softly creeping 

  

And the stars gave their thanks to 

The moon light affair at night

To be blessed by your glow upon the sea

The magnata , is just pure delight
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          Underneath The Moon-kissed Night

Yes, we danced underneath the moon-kissed night 

While its rays in the dark sky sweetly shined 

Each moon beam was radiant and so bright 

The beat of our tender hearts so divine 

  

We kissed sweetly with the beams in the sky 

Ambient rays made our happiness balloon 

 Lover were jealous, let me tell you why  

 Your soft kisses were sweeter than perfume 

  

 Yes, nobody could ever dance so sweet 

 As we were blessed by the magic of love  

 The moon kissed rays had enchanted our feet 

Like the lovely rainbows high up above 

  

We danced underneath the moonlight so bright  

Lovers dancing beneath the moon kissed night
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 Tin  Man

He was hallow in the inside

some say he had no heart

But his soul was so bruised 

and battered, he fell apart 

Now he walks around

holding a tin-like exterior

Abuse can be hard

but it left him feeling inferior

Tin Man, Tin Man

his eyes are as cold as ice

Oh but don't stay away 

please folks, please be nice 

Because love is all 

a Tin Man ever needs

To melt away his hard exterior

and finally be freed 

His heart will beat again

And his soul will

Purge away the strife

The Tin Man, The Tin Man

Can lead a new life
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 Dungeons and Dragons

Did I ever think the moon could be my Knight

As I gazed at it beautiful ambient glow

Dungeons and Dragons in a world full of fright 

My lover left me alone in the stillness of the night

In an afterthought I didn't want to know

Did I ever think the moon could be my Knight? 

  

My heart filled with dread at the woeful plight

A Damsel alone in the dark, where danger flows

Dungeons and Dragons in a world full of fright 

I gazed at the moonlight caressing me with its light

And all my fears seems to vanish in its glow

Did I ever think the moon could be my Knight? 

  

Good riddance to the lover who left me that night

The afterthought of anger he would soon know

Dungeons and Dragons in a world full of fright 

  

The moon became my savior that fateful night

Guiding my way to safety with its serene glow

Did I ever think the moon could be my Knight 

Dungeons and Dragons in a world full of fright 
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 A Million Songs - A Terzanelle 

A million songs to listen to  

Which ones are thrilling to your soul 

A million songs to listen to 

  

  

Which one makes your body feel whole 

Soft and smooth and easy on the ears 

Which ones are thrilling to your soul 

  

  

Timeless memories to last years 

Music to thrill all your senses  

Soft and smooth and easy on the ears 

  

  

Live music playing at dances 

Great songs to seal lover's hearts  

Music to thrill all your senses 

 

  

Music to thrill from the start  

Lyrics so beautiful yet bold 

Great songs to seal lover's hearts  

  

  

Forever in our hearts and soul 

A million songs to listen to 

Lyrics so beautiful yet bold  

A million songs to listen to 
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 Ocean of Teardrops- Villanelle

When an ocean of tear drops fill your eyes

And the sands of time pierces your soul

When happiness drifts away like the tides 

Forget the heartache, swallow your pride

Remember the greatest secret ever told

When an ocean of tear drops fill your eyes 

Stand up straight, and hold your head high

Brave the fierce winds and cold

When happiness drifts away like the tides 

Let your heart beats  warm your insides

Lets its rhythm make you feel whole 

When an ocean of tear drops fill your eyes 

May the sunshine of love come alive 

Let its warmth inside you take hold

When happiness drifts away like the tides 

Let your radiant smile materialize

Because, only you can make yourself whole

When an ocean of tear drops fill your eyes

When happiness drifts away like the tides 
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 Shard: The Complete First Season 

Hey Folks our Sci Fi Book is out. It's a collaboration of 6 excellent writers. Under the guidance of
Secret Geek who is from the UK, he is also the book editor as well. I wrote one of the chapters
 under my other pen name Romantic Bloom  

The Proceeds go to UNICEF which help the families and children of Ukraine.  
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 Let?s Touch

Let's touch Let's kiss    Let's give each other  That special glance   Side by side taking a chance   
Talking it over Solving problems  Without demand   Me and you Facing the world hugging and a
kissing Making new plans   Side by side taking a chance   Letting the stars  Lead the way Baby lets
take a stand   Let's fight for love With conviction Hugging and kissing Our troubles away, and    Let's
hug Let's kiss Let's give each other   That special chance   Lets light a candle  To our loves romance
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 What Beauty I found

What beauty I found in your tender lips

Their softness so warm , juicy, wet and wild

As you caressed them to my finger tips

Oh how you made my poor soul gaily smile

Then up to  my rosy cheeks so softly 

A kiss that only spoke of affection 

onto my wanting lips, adequately 

That my aching heart found new direction 

Lips to lips my mind spoke of love so pure

Crazy what passion and lust can turn to

It's no secret what a heart can conjure 

But your tender lips turned my thoughts to goo

And I was in love from the very first kiss

when your warm tender lips filled me with bliss
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 Bewitched 

Bewitched by her Beauty  

he was LOST in Day Dreams
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